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Theme: Integer Problems



Question 1



Without using a calculator, what is the last digit of 123456789 squared?

How did you know?



No square number ends in a seven. How could we quickly prove that? 





Optional Extension



Question 2



I have four dice showing 5 and one die showing 6; how many 
distinguishable orders can I put the dice in?



If instead I have two dice showing 4, two showing 5, and one showing 6, 
how many distinguishable orders can I put them in now? 





Example for 𝒏 = 𝟐.

Two black beads replaced by white ones:

Black beads removed to leave a pattern in red and white:

Optional Extension



Optional Extension Cont.



Question 3





Theme: Simplification and 
Symmetry



Question 4





Question 5



What is a line of symmetry?

What line of symmetry does the curve 𝑦 = 𝑥2 have?



What lines of symmetry does the line 𝑦 = −𝑥 have?





Short Questions 
(Homework)



To do after day 1

H1



H2
To do after day 1



H3
To do after day 1



H4
To do after day 1



H5

To do after day 1



Theme: Proof



Question 6





Question 7





Question 8





Question 9





Theme: Cases and 
Inequalities



Question 10



If 𝑎 < 𝑏, is it always true that 𝑎2 < 𝑏2? If not, can you find a counterexample?

If 𝑎2 < 𝑏2, is it always true that 𝑎 < 𝑏? If not, can you find a counterexample?



If 𝑎𝑏𝑐 < 0, what can you deduce about 𝑎, 𝑏, and 𝑐?





Short Questions 
(Homework)



H6

To do after day 2



H7

To do after day 2



H8

To do after day 2



H9

To do after day 2



H10

To do after day 2



Question 11





Question 12



What conditions on 𝑥 and (𝑏 + 𝑥) are needed for the equation 𝑥 = 𝑏 + 𝑥
1

2 to

a) Make sense?

b)Be true?





Question 13



𝑥 = 5 ⇒ 𝑥2 = ___ 

𝑥2 = 25 ⇒ 𝑥 =______ 

𝑥2 = 25 & 𝑥 > 0 ⇒ 𝑥 = ___ 

𝑥2 = 25 is a _________________ condition for ________ 

𝑥 = 5 is a _________________ condition for ________ 



So, if 𝑃 ⇒ 𝑄, 

then 𝑃 is a ___________ condition for 𝑄. (𝑃 makes 𝑄 true.) 

And 𝑄 is a ____________ for 𝑃. (𝑄 has to be true if P is.) 



If 𝑃 ⇔ 𝑄, then both 𝑃 and 𝑄 are _________________ and _______________ 

conditions for each other.

So, 𝑃 and 𝑄 are equivalent statements. 



Suppose 𝑄(𝑥) is a quadratic. 

Statement A is: “𝑄(𝑥) has a single repeated root.” 
Statement B is: “The discriminant of 𝑄(𝑥) is not negative.”

Which of A and B is a necessary condition for the other? 

Is either one a sufficient condition for the other? 





How many turning points can a cubic equation have? 

If it has a turning point which is a maximum, and its value at that point is 
negative, how many roots does it have? (Try drawing a graph.) 





Question 14





Day 4: Maths Short
Questions






























































